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Inflation will hit Central again
next year. Along with budget cuts
announced last Friday and propo!r
ed increases in dorm costs, financial aid will also suffer from the
tightening economy.
According to John J.,iboky, director of financial aid, 15 tn 20 per cent
more students are apply.i ng for
financial aid because their salaries
or the salaries of their parents
haven't kept pace with 'i nflation. At
the same time, Liboky said, these
students need more aid because
the costs of going to school are going up about 13 per cent.
The tighter money supplies
haven't affected the financial aid

ninth matching money · from the
University. The money is then
aw~rded by the financial aid office
in the form of a loan that requires
no interest ilntil nine months after
the student leaves school. Then,
according to Liboky, there is a
three per cent interest charge. He
Native American Aw~reness,
added there is some legislation in
week under the name of "Siakay
the mill to raise that to seven per Days," began as a celebration by
cent in the next few years. He said · the Native American Students
the interest has been held at three
Club at Central Washington
per cent since the program was
University on Monday.
started in 1958. However, Liboky
With a week full of events and
also warned that these loans will Native American exhibits in the
be harder to get next year because Samuelson Union Building on camof reduced payments from the pus, the week began with a lithic
federal sources.
technology
workshop
Washington Guaranteed Student demonstrated by club president,
Loans go through the local banks.
Jim Baugh.
These loans are available without
Jim Peterson, CWU Director of
income restrictions to students. Ethnic Studies, introduced the film
Liboky said these haven't been af- "More than Bows and Arrows"
fected by interest rates because, Tuesday at noon in the SUB pit and
':The federal government is giving an "Art Native American Style"
high school freshmen throughout the banks and credit unions an in- workshop by Mike Manship, a Cen-.
central Washington, was held centive percentage which gives tral art student appeared in SUB
Wednesday.
Students and them more than just the seven per 208.
· counselors attended the con- cent the student pays once he is out
Yakilna Native Americans Fredference designed to counteract the of school.'' Again, there is legisla- die and Carrie Nightwalker held a
high education attrition rate tiOn in the mill to raise the . Native American craftS workshop·
among Chicanos and Mexican student's share of the interest Wednesday, in SUB 208.
rates. Liboky said the hard part is
American students.
Today's schedule includes a
Students attending the recruit- finding banks that will accept Native American education
ment day were from high schools students. He said banks in seminar featuring g~est speaker
in Prosser, Grandview, Granger, Washington have , been very Bruce Miller, who is currently
cooperative and he added many
.Yakima, Othello and Sunnyside.
developing curriculwn materials
Chicano Cultural week began banks are giving loans to students for public schools. He will appear
Monday, May 12, at noon, "Dia de who have had loans there before.
la Raza" (Day of the People), with However, he pointed out, whether
folkloric dancers from the CWU they are picking up more new
MEChA organization in the students or not is unknown."
He said they won't be able to help .
Samuelson Union Building pit.
Tuesday's "Dia de la Colabora- · students who apply very late in the
year. Up until last year, according
cion" (collaboration) featured a
to Liboky, they helped students ·
Mexican food sale in the SUB.
"Dia de los Ninos" (children) on who applied as late as July 15.
Thursday will feature a pinata for Liboky added they also picked up
the _children along with folkloric some additional. students as
dancing from 7: 00 to 9: 00 p.m. in repayments were made on the
the SUB. Friday will celebrate NDSL loans and as students dropped out through attrition.
"Dia de la Chicana" (women).

money this year because Central's
allocations are usually made a
_ year in advance. "But there's going to be a definite effect on
students because the amount of
money we're receiving next year
on the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) has been substantially cut." Said Liboky who added,
"Our costs have gone up about 13
per cent across campus so you're
going to need more money to cov~r
the same students who are in
school now.''
Liboky said the funds for the
NDSL program comes from three
sources, annual payments from
the federal government, repayment of earlier loans, and one-

Chicano cultural
week
Students and community are invited to participate in Chicano
Cultural Week, being cel~brated on
the Central Washington University
campus May 12-16. Sponsored by
the CWU American Chicano
Organization (MEChA), the week
features cultural and educational
events, such as folkloric dancing,
music and art, and a main educational event.
The second annual CWU Chicano
recruitment conference, aimed at

we·a ther
Fri.-Sun.
partly cloudy
little or no
precip.
highs 70-80's
lows in 40's
, Cascades
, cloudy
pass temps. 40-50' s
·:

Dr. Robert Lapen, Associate Professor of biological sciences at CWU,
who is an expert in avian diseases, inspected chickens before final
dressing and packing.

Native AmeriCan
awareness week

in the SUB theater at ti a.m. In- .
dian myth and politics will be ad- ·
dressed at noon in the SUB pit and
Miller will host a native legend and
song workshop 7 to 9 p.m. in SUB

208.
ueontemporary Indians; Media,
· Art, Education and Religion" will
be discussed by guest speaker
Terry Tafoy, bilingual education
consultant for the University . of
· Washington, in the SUB !lit Friday
at noon.
Saturday's Powwow Competition Dance will be offered in the
SUB Theatre 7 to 11 p.m. with
Miller as the master of
ceremonies. .Traditional native
stick games will be played following the dance at TeePee ·Town,
near · the University Recreation
Building, Sunday, May 18.
The day's events will conclude
with a Native American- foods
workshop demonstrated by club
originator and former Central student Allen Aronica. The audience
will be invited to participate and
sample the cuisine in SUB 208, 6 to
9p.m.
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·p age 2. Police
the ring dismantled the stolen bikes went for $80 to $90 each for
bikes and sold the parts in Seattle. nice ten-speeds. He added, "Last
Want to buy a bike? The Campus
There are several boxes of parts · year I was a auctioneer and I perPolice department will be holding - although there aren't that many sonally bought a nice bike well
a auction of surplus items 10 p.m. complete bikes that are dismantl- worth $80 to $90 for $30 because
Saturday, March 17th at' the green ed. "If someone were mechanical- nobody showed up to buy it."
Clayton suggested there could be
recreational. building on 14th and ly inclined, they could probably get
a bike fairly cheap by buying the bargains for the serious buyers. He
Chestnut. .
About 30 bikes are included in parts," said Clayton. He added, said, "Chances are if you're really
the list of items to be sold. About 30 "Probably 28 of the bikes are in interested in a bike, you could probecause at least three of the bikes· reasonable condition - a lot of bably get a decent bike for a
are dismantled. According to them in riding condition.''
reasonable price." ·
Sergeant Clayton of the Campus
One bike obtained by the CamThe price of the bikes depends on
Police, those three are some of the how many people attend and how pus Police won't be on the auction
bikes recovered from the bicycle , serious they are. Clayton said block Saturday. The police always
ring broken last fall. Clayton said they've had auctions where the run the s·e rial numbers of the bikes
by Nick Camarata

May 15;1980

sell hikes
though computer systems. One of
the bikes had been registered and
reported stolen in Auburn. That
bike will be re-united with it's
owner.
Not all the items for sale Saturday -are bikes nor are all of them
stolen. Articles found by janitors
and placed in lost and found boxes·
around the campus are also included.
Things you might expect to see
on sale include watches, clothing,
and gas cans - that's right gas
cans. According to Clayton,
sometimes officers spook people in

the parking lots. Gas cans have
been found hanging froni the gas
tanks of cars. Clayton said no one
ever comes in to claim them.
If you do come away from the
· auction with a purchase, Clayton
suggests that if it has a serial
number, it should be registered. In
the case of a watch, he suggests
you scratch your social security
number on it. Finally, if you get a
bike, you might consider buying a
lock and chain too, so someone else
doesn't end up buying your bike at
a similar auction next year.

•

Make it in your own backyard
by Steve Barclift

1~111ember when you could buy a
g:,;.fan of gasoline for less than 30
cent~? Well, according to a fuel
researcher who recently lectured
at CWU, any ent~rprising inclividual can produce a gallon -of
fuel alcohol for just 29 cents - including labor and material costs.
Jerry Wilkerson, fuel researcher
and president of Jerry Wilkerson
Research Corporation, Provo,
Utah, spoke in Bouillon Hall Friday evening, May 2, about the advantages of distilling alcohol at
home for use in automobiles, farm
machinery and home heating.
Wilkerson is the author of ~wo
books, Fuel Alcohol, Solar Stills,
il'~,,...,.,......
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Collector Plan Sys.terns and Make
Your Own Fuel, 1980 edition. He
argues that, by applying the procedures he describes in his books,
we can easily produce Rlcohol,
decreasing dependence on foreign
. oil imports.
How much money must .be invested before you can begin producing alcohol?
Wilkerson says that only a few
hundred dollars is required. Most
of the materials needed for construction of your still are available
at any lumber yard or hardware
store. "Solar collectors," for example, are made from inexpensive
furnace filters that have been
painted black.
~-· ~i\lt:ohOr 'can be distilled· out of
anything that will ferment.
Sawdust, plentiful at lumber mills
in this area, can be used to produce
methyl alcohol.
Farmers in the area can grow
sorghum, a no maintenance, high
Cl

sugar crop. A high sugar content distillation occurs, and alcohol is
in a substance allows it to ferment collected.
Some labOr is involved in preparwell, producing more alcohol.
A nwn~er of other locally ac- . in g the raw material for
cessible pro.ducts are good for "cooking," but Wilkerson says
alcohol production. Sugar beets . "Mother Nature does all the
are very good. Wheat and fruit work." Wilkerson's figures sugculls can be used successfully also. gest that there are about four
"Biomass" is a less well-known minutes labor time involved in the
source of fuel alcohol of great com- production of one gallon of alcohol.
The U.S. Department of
mercial potential, according to
Wilkerson. Bu(what is biomass, Agriculture states that a bushel of
exactly?
wheat will yield about four gallons
Wet garbage, animal waste, and of 160 proof (80% pure) alcohol.
raw sewage all represent biomass.
From any or all of these, ethyl But Wilkerson said that he has had
alcohol can be distilled. An am- numerous reports that that figure
bitious individual could turn waste is too_conservative.
processing into a profitable career,
The distilling process only uses
Wilkerson maintains.
about 40% of the starch in the
Waste disposal is now a serious material being processed, rio matenvironmental concern, but use of ter how long it is cooked. But
biomass in alcohol production can "moonshiners" Wilkerson has met
turn the waste nuisance into an have told him that the raw
asset. The distillation process pro- material can be cooked one or two
. duces a fertilizer and a non- times more, producing more
pathogenic animal feed.
alcohol. Wilkerson says that from
Two processes are involved in 7-10 galloi:is can be produced from a
alcohol production.
bushel of wheat if this is true.
First, the raw material must be
The fuel octane rating of alcohol
brought to the distillery, where is about 99, Wilkerson said, higher
yeast is introduced into the than that of unleaded gasoline. material.
Carbon dioxide and
Automobile mileage is about 15%
alcohol are produced. At the com- less than with gasoline when the
pletion of the first process, a auto's regular carburetor jets a1·e
straining procedure must be retained, but from 10-15% higher
followed.
than gasoline when smaller carSecond, a sun-aided gravity flow buretor jets are substituted. -__,,
1

AIR FORCE

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
_will be May 22 in
the SUB (Kachess Rm.).

Thurs. & Fri.
May 15, 16
We've never had a more
scrumptious sale. Fresh. tropical
banana is on sale. Rich. thick chocolate. Juicy-red strawberry. Tangy pineapple. Cool and creamy DAIRY QUEEN"'
soft serve. They're all on sale because
they're all port of our luscious Banana
Split.
-

°1"' US. Pa1.on . Am. D.O.COfp.
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Jerry Wilkderson will send a free
brochure to anyone interested in
his work or his books. He can be
reached at the following address: '
Jerry Wilkerson Research
P.O. BoxS
Provo, Utah 84601

Home
economics
class
workshops
"Making It In The 80's" is the
subject of three workshops sponsored by the Home Edonomics
adwt methods class at Central
Washington University May 13, 20
and 27.
Under the theme of "c!oing more
with less," the workshops ~ill be
offered consecutive Tuesdays from
7 to 8: 30 p.m. in Michaelsen Hall on
campus. The workshops are open
to the public and sfodent
organizers invite community par·
ticipation.

Community
Awareness
Seminar

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
May 15, 1980
The Child Abuse Community
Awareness Seminar, to be held at
Ellensburg High School's Little
Theater, is for parents and other
concerned adults who are alarmed
by the statistics that one child dies
fro:-;1 abuse every 5 hours, and that
- one in ten elementary school boys
ar'ld girls a_re sexually molested by
sixth grade.
This seminar will discuss the
scope of the abuse problem; the
dynamics of the abusive family;
the impact upon the victini; in·
dicators that abuse is occurring;
reporting .and referral sources;
and the goals of treatment.

;ANNOfiNciN(f,
Re-Cycle's
Spring Schedule

Stop by, or,. contact Ed Hoffer at
28 S. 2nd ·st. Yakim.a WA ?8901
or call collect
2.84-2030

Sunday-Mmday
Closed

:=

Tuesdi_y
: ·; thru Friday
~ ~ 12 to 6
ij -~
~ i
Saturday
~
.>: r--.
10 to 5
~~

lA :.

:: ~ Re-CyclP

·-

IT'IAllALTIUl1'"
10th & Aid r
•

- A great way of life.

C\:

Ellensburg's
·
. •....•.........•.•....•.......
Bcycle Shop
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International student festival at CWU

C-PIRG to initiate
petition drive

by Barbara Radke, UIS

The Central Public Interest
Research Group (C-PIRG) con- through this elected bOard and by
tinues an active two-week petition yearly surveys. The organization
drive 'a t Central. The purpose of .. would be autonomous from the
university, who would provide a
~e petition drive is to obtain
enough signatures from the stu- mechanism for fee collection
dent population to indicate support through registration.
The PIRG concept utilizes an onfor the establishment of a Public
going fooding mechanism that is
Interest Research Group at CWU.
Public Interest Groups operating necessary for an effective and suson 175 campuses around the coun- tained organization. A PIRG at
try collect a voluntary fee at Central would be funded by a
registration to supporl this refundable $2.00 per quarter per
student-run research group to student which would be collected
study issues of general public in- at registration by contract with the
terest.
university.
Any student not
A group of students have been wishing to participate in or support
meeting on campus since last the PIRG could receive a full reNovember studying the organiza- fund. This is a unique system in
tion of other PIRGs and generating that it is the only voluntary tax in
interest in the student body to in~ the country.
itiate one here. In many ways, the
.WashPIRG, operating on the
inspiration of . the organization University of Washington campus
came from Ralph Nader, who in Seattle, has completed some
originally called for the establish- very thorough research on three
ment of such groups in his book Ac- state and national .issues. Their
tion for Change. Nader visited research on the Pacific Northwest
CWU last fall on his tour around Aluminum lndiustry, Generic
the nation.
Drugs and tl:e Hanford ~
Waste Repository have
·
The principle purpose of a PIRG serious questions abou ·~-, ·
is to allow students to receive negative effects of these public and
credit for doing meaningful private activities on the public in
research on . community and general.
Research done by
societal problems pertinent . to C-PIRG would be limited only by
their interests and fields of study.
student energy and interest on any .
In this way, students can apply variety of social and scientific
classroom methods and knowledge issues.
in doing objective research on
Students will 'be around campus
issues often clouded in the public through May 23 obtaining petition
forum by vested interests.
signatures and talking to students
The C-PIRG on campus would be about C-PIRG. The organizing
controlled by a student-elected and group feels this is a very important
represented board. The staff, step towards revitalizing pardirected by the board, would pro- ticipatory democracy.
Anyone
who wishes t"O assist in the petition
vide coordination, continuity and drive, or other aspects of the
expertise to students wishing to organizing effort, should stop by
conduct this type of research. Stu- the C-PIRG office in the Lair durdent input will be maintained ing the posted office hours.

'e

Aircraft Accidents

The dinner, featurblg the cuisine
of eight Asian and African countries, is just part of 'the club's annual International Festival, this
year headlining 1a 6 p.m. feast in
the Samuelson Union Building
cafeteria on campus, with entrees
from Japan, Persia, China, Saudi
Arabia, Uganda, Nigeria, Korea
and Micronesia.
A demonstration of Chinese
Kung Fu technique by professional
Seattle fighters, music from Mexico, Japan and Micronesia, and
folk dancing from a number of
countries will follow at 8:30 p.m.
The f estival actually begins early
Friday, with an exhibition_of crafts
like Norwegian weaving and ethnic
costumes, and cultural fihns in the
sponsor an evening of dining anCi SUB Kachess Room, from 4 p.m. to
midnight.
entertainment May 16.

For most university st1..dents, an
invitation for some home-cooked
food is an offer not to be refused.
But when Oto Ogura and Mohammed Mahboob, along with 30
friends, issue that kind of invitation to the whole conununity, the
prospects are for an evening of
elegant cuisine.
Ogura, a Central Washington
University senior from Japan majoring in recreation, will graduate
in June.
Mahboob, who will
graduate winter quarter 1981, is
studying aerospace management
at Cenlral, on a scholarship proyided by Saudi Arabian Airlines.
They are members of the. CWU
International Club, which will

tale wins

The International Dinner will
cost $6 per person, or $11 per couple this year. The international
sh-:w, from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. is
free, as is ·the craft exhibition Friday afternoon.
Proceeds from the dinner will be
used for CWU international student scholarships.
Volunteers
from the Chestnut Street Baptist
Church will prepare · the f esti val
foods from international students'
recipes.

H.\18 IJUIGNEU

PATTY ·
CHERYL /
LORI

Borrego Springs, Calif. (AP)
concluded Zerbe at Saturday
The winner of this year's Peg
night's lie-off.
Leg Smith Liars Contest is Dick ,p_;~;;.;.;.;..;.;;._______..:;;:~;;:;;:;:;;:m;:-;;;.,.
Zerbe of Julian with this story of
the way Smith used a local mountain goat to find gold:
Along with his Indian sidekick,
Peg Leg chased a duocorn into a
desert box canyon. The duocorn,
which is a unicorn with two horns,
leaped for freedom and got his
horns stuck in a crack in the wall.
The men tried to free him but the
horns just twisted into the crack
like a corkscrew. That forced open
a large fissure which now is called
Split Mountain, exposing Peg Leg
Smith's legendary mother lode of
gold.
"A Borrego ram is nothing but a
two-horned unicorn, with a twist,''

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
.A ND. PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
925-5539

603 North Main

~. -_i~,,

A look at the social factors involved in aircraft accidents, conducted by
Boeing Company's air safety investigation manager, will be shared at
Central Washington University on May 15.
H. Prater Hogue, from Boeing's Seattle customer support division, will
be featured at the CWU Sociology Colloquium Thursday beginning at 3
p.m. in the Instructional Building on campus.
All interested persons are invited to participate in the free two-how
. discussion.

~entral

Page 3

Downtown

Live Music

Connection to appear

Dance to the live sound of Central Con'nection this Saturday, May 18, at
Barto H~ll. Cost is $1.00 per person.

Last Chance River·Float

Mon.-Sat.

9:00-1:30

no cover

.T his week:

L·.A.N.D.

University Recreation, Outdoor Programs presents: the one, the only,
the Last Chance River Float, on May 22. Do not put off floating the
Yakima River any longer! The cost is $4.00 which includes guides, 1'afts
and transportation. We. will be stopping along the river for dinner, so bring food and dress according to the weather. Pre-registration is required
in the SUB Games Room. We will meet at the Tent 'N Tube Rental Shop
at 3 p.m. and float until 7 p.m., arriving back at Central at 8 p.m. This is
the Last Chance River Float. Do not miss it!

Winegar's

::, i:·

41~ ·w.

DRIVE IN

Grade A·

1sth-92s-1a21

Located Just 8 ·Blocks West
of Nicholson :Pavilion

112 Gallo:·n 79c

' .-..
May 15, 1980
:~
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American Contemporary
The style of arranging known
as Traditional comes frorri the
oldest brewing houses of
Europe. These are usually
com posed of.large groupings
of mixed containers: a
profusion of cans, .long-necks,
stubbies, half-quarts and
returnables. In this particular
bouquet, the dogtails~ pepperonia twigs, chipsanthimums,
and pretzeltunias are accenied
by the addition of a few
sprigs of popcorn willow
.and pickle-lily.

The American Contemporary
style stresses originality of
composition and line, as well
as the use of more unorthodox
components. Note how the
arrangement above makes full
use of popcorn willow, picklelillies, and crushed cans elements that are usually left
out of traditional bouquets.
The dogs and burgers theme
in front is a perfect foil for the
hefty quarts in the middle
area. Also important is the use
of an unusual container, in this
case; a sawed-off barbecue grill.

Oriental
Oriental arrangements are more than just aesthetic
groupings of beeraphernalia. They are symbolic presentations- of
the ideal harmony that exists between man and beer. Skillful use of
bonsai pepperonia and popcorn willow blossoms imparts an air of light,
mountain freshness to this arrangement. The three different_ levels,
which are created by the quart, half-quart and pickled egg, represent
the three incarnations of a Mountain Fresh Rainier:
creation, consumption, and recycling.
The Mountain Fresh Beer Arranging .
Competition Rules and Information
I. The theme is "The Thirsty Month of May:· or "Beer
Arranging Hath Charms to Soothe the Savage Thirst:'
2. The competition is open to students of all member
colleges and universities of the A.AB.A. (Association

of Amateur Beer Arranging) Pac Six division.
3. Do not send actual arrangements. Photographic
documentation of your entry must be sent to
Tommy Pickworth, Department of Beer Arranging.
Rainier Brewery, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle,
Washington 98134, on or before July 3lst,1980.
Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

4. Winners will 'be published in the fall, with full
credit, honors and possible consideration for
late-night television programming, given to the
arrangers and their schools. De.cision of the judges
shall be final and judges may withhold any award,
if in their opinion an arrangement is just too ugly
to believe.

Campus Crier
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Sports
Pool Tournament--close win for G~andy
The SUB Games Room was
unusually quiet May 6 and 7 as 20
players competed in a round robin
pool tournament, each participant
playing one game with each of the
others. The game was Eight Ball,
with the 1and 15 in the side pockets.

finalists from the previous day
competing in double elimination.
The tournament was co-sponsored
by the Pizza Place.and SUB Games
Rooin

The highlight of the event was
the battle for first place between
Most of the- players were , Kevin Grandy and Scott Smith.
students and Ellensburg residents, Both ·players had lost one set and
and a few came from Yakima. The the tournament winner must win
second tournament day saw eight two out of three games. After two

Sports Highlights
regional meet at Boise State May
ELLENSBURG-With the exce~ ~10.
tion of men's track, Central ' Top CWU performances were
Washington University concluded recorded .by Cindy Pottle, first in
its 1980 spring sports season last the discus with a 149--0 toss, and
weekend. ·
Cathy Peterson with a school
Coach Spike Arlt has five track record 1:04.3 in the 400 meter
athletes qualified for nationals hurdles. Also recording personal
May 22-24 in Texas (Abilene Chris- bests were Merrily Boast (400
tian University). He also has a meters, 59.0) and Jill Palmquist
candidate sprinter, Tim Hart, for - (s~ot put, 42~).
· one open berth each school is
CWU's women's tennis team colallowed for the NAIA competition. lected five third-place finishes and
The five who have qualified are one tourth to place fifth in the
Phil Phimister, John Freeburg and AIAW Northwest Regional event
Kent Hernandez (10,000 meters), May 9-10 at the University of Idaho.
Kim Kiser, Dawn Alaspa, Anne
Alan Taylor (high jump) and Darrell Charles (triple jump).
Lister and Shelley Wheeler placed
Last weekend the Wildcats plac- third in singles competition. In
ed second with 144 points in the doubles, · Kiser and Alaspa were
third and Wheeler and Jama
NAIA District I meet in Tacoma.
Phimister was a double winner in Bryant were fourth.
the 10,000 and 5,000 meters.
"Our kids played their best tenCentrars women's track ·team nis of the year at this tournament,"
finished its season by placing sixth . coach Dee .fohns said. · "They
with 51 points in the 23-team AIAW eliminated the Wlforced er.rors. ''

Arts and Entertainntent
Figaro
Figaro
Figaro
by Tim Mitchell
The Marriage of Figaro, which
was based on a comedy that shared
the same name and was adapted in
Abbate da Ponte's version, is a
complicated story full of domestic
intrigue in the castle of Count
Almaviva.
·
Professor Sidney Nesselroad,
gave a very convincing and enthusiastic performance in his portrayal of Count Almaviva. His
voice and mannerisms proved to
aid in bringing out the talent that
he possesses and which showed
throughout all the opera.
The audience was exuberant and
there were ample occasions of
spontaneous applause and
laughter, much of it inspired by the
antics and mannerisms of
Nesselroad.
Cherubino,the Count's page who
was always in the right place at the
right time overheard the Count trying to win the fancy of Susannah, ·
who was the Countess's chambermaid and the fiance of Figaro.
Figaro, the CoWlt's valet, knew
that the Count's motives were
questionable and that his double
standards were many. He was
suspicious when the Count came
close to his betrothed Susannah.
This proved to be wise for the
Count expected Susannah to give
him certain favors. In those days it
was perfectly normal for the husband to go out and have several af..
fairs, and nothing would be thought
of it.

·

The CoWlt's wife, played by
Teresa Browning, had a very strik- ·
ing voice and with fine support added a certain touch of class to her
role, as did many of the others that
were in the opera.
There is one major difference in
an opera that is not present in most
other kinds of musical presentations. While one person begins to
sing several ·others may be singing
their own lines at the same time, or
they may all be singing in unison.
It was honestly an enlightening
experience because of the length of
the opera and the fact that some
people would find it very hard to sit
in one place for three hours · with
only one intermission. But this was
no obstacle. My interest was
always directed towards the stage
because I did not want to miss a
single line or joke. All the performers did a fine job in order to
make The Marriage of Figaro an
emotional as well as a memorable
experience.

games, the score was still tied, forcing them into a third game for the
championship. Smith made the
last shot of the game in an attempt
to sink the 8 ball in the corner
pocket, but mucll to his dismay,
the cue ball kicked off the end
cushion, causing him to scratch.
Grandy placed first, receiving
$30, Smith took second place with
$25. Third place winner of $14 was
Angelo Rovetto.

Swi1n1ning
Slugs Win
For the third year in a row,
Shakes Swimming Slugs, coached
by Scott Shake, won Saturday's intramural swim meet. Other teams
participating in the swim meet
were Aquaholics III, Hal's
Halibuts and The Pinheads.
There were several individual
and relay records broken during
the swim meet: one by Patty
Swendt in the 25 yd. backstroke

with a time of 14.5, Karl Nalacy set
a record time of 29.4 in the 50 yd.
breaststroke, and Tim O'Brien
held the winning score of P.2 out of
ten possible points in the Belly
Flop contest.
Record breaking times in the
relay even~ were: Aquaholics III,
a relay team of four lifeguards,
Kathy Watkins, Kent Haina, Janet
Fergen and Bret Burgdorf, set a
new record in the 100 yd. tee shirt
relay with a time of 1: 21.0.; Shakes
Swimming Slugs, composed of

Bret Scamfer, Eric · Leaf, Julie
Eckle and Rita Gardner, set the
record for the kickboard relay with
a time of 1:21.l.
Other first place winners inCluded Scott Heiser, Chris Watt, Susan
Miller, Patty Swendt, Jon Rice,
Denise Long, Dave Halcomb and
Kathy Inglsbe. I
FINAL TEAM SCORES
Shakes Swimming Slugs 165 points
Aquaholics III
85 points
Hal's Halibuts
58 points
The Pinheads
points

p

Last Movie of the Year

TheX-Rated
Ba.bylon Pink
SUB Theatre
Mayl5.
Showings 3,7, & 9: 30
I

8

Admission

1.50

TV Suggestions
Friday
10 p.m. (KCTS) Bill Moyers' Journal: "Money and Politics." The
buying and selling of Congress by
political action committees is dealt
with.
Saturday
10:30 p.m. (KSTW) "Arsenic and
Old Lace." Peter Lorre and Cary
Grant star in this comedy· classic
1:30 a.m. (KING) "Deliverance."
Movie suggestion of the week. Based on poet James Dickey's novel
the movie deals with the
psychological complacency of four
men forced to confront the
. savagery within themselves on a
· weekend canoe trip.

•

An A.S.C. Production

0
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Excellent sandwiches,

Entertainment

pluos & Mexican food.

Thurs. Colin Ross -piano
all music
starts at 7:00~

_ , Fri. Jazz Night
Bruce Babad

I

Sa~.

Kevin & Kari
Guitar & Vocals

Dr. Lapen, Ames, Far and other volunteers butchered and packed 386 chickens to fill the gap that would
have been created by the absence of federal food stamps. They aquired the chickens lrom an F phrat .,
egg producer who was -selling the birds for $.49 apiece.
·
'-

Community workers help
to feed the disadvantaged

Your education doesn't stop with a baccalaureate degree, It begins
there. Once you enter the world of work. you will gain valuable experience and really discover what it's all about to use what you learned
in college.
Take the Air Force for example. As a commissioned officer you'll be
handed executive responsibility on your ,very first job. You'll manage
people and complex systems. You'll be expected to perform well, and
you'll be paid well. too. It's worth working for.
You can get there through the Air Force ROTC program. In fact, we
have a scholarship plan that will net you $100 a month tax free and
pay for all tuition. books and lab fees . And that will free you to concentrate on your studies so you can get well prepared for where you're
headed.
. Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduate" program
like the Air Force. It's a great way to· serve your country, and possibiy
find your formal education extended at Air Force expense as well.
r~

To some, the action taken
by a few citizens in
Ellensburg, to alleviate the
food shortage that surely
would have come at the an-

-

-

. of the project and
volunteered his time and
expertise to help designate
birds that were not considered good for hwnan

These two women

Contact either Capt Kenneth Emery or Lt Col Dave

II' -

cies dropped in to pass out
easy dollars. It was completely a self-help project
for the disadvantaged ·of
Ellensburg.

-

care about their

BOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
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JEWELRY
Engagement rings and matching
bands now come in a wealth of
designs from classic to the
ultra modern. You can· even
have your rings cusrom designed and created just
for you by our own
crofstmen.

Sara Ames·

The diamond you give as a token of love
should be a beautifui reflection of your own
personal sentiments of eternal love. We offer
you a wide selection in a suitable range of
pric.es to meet the needs of any budget.
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ticipated, end of the federal
food-stamp program when
federal money to support it
ran out in June, was sheer
foolishness. But it didn't
look that way to the Kittitas
Action Council.'
Under the auspices of the
Community Food and
Nutrition Program, Sara
Ames and Jeannie Far
found out through one of
their peers in the Ephrata
area, that an egg producer
there would be selli.ng some
. poor layers to phase them
out of his production flock.
He would sacrifice the birds
at 49 cents each. The two
women jumped at the opportunity and began gathering forces to clean and
dress the almost 400
chickens.
It should be noted from
the very start, ·that the entire project was under loca]
control. There was no
government give-away pr~
gram and no federal agen-

The women were able to .
convin c e
some · 14
Ellensburg businesses and
individuals that the project
was worthwhile and that
. they would receive as much
good -grace from the accomplishment of the foodbank stocking as anyone
else. Bender's Ice donated
Jeannie Far
ice to keep the birds cool
during the cleaning pro-, conswnption. Dr. Lapen is a
cess. Mid-State Co-op loan- . specialist in avian diseases
ed them the use of two stock and was able to cull out a
tanks into which the clean- - few of the birds that were
ed birds could be placed. suspect of having twnors or
Tum-a-Lum
l~umber injuries that would not have
donated a garuage can. Bet- made the birds good for
ter Life Natural Foods human consumption.
Florence and Sam
. donated peanut butter to
feed the children of the Southards, who once owned
volunteers. Valley Locker a chicken processing
Meats donated freezer business loaned the use of
bags. Outrageous Taco an automatic ·chickendonated bread to help feed plucker. The project was
' the volunteers. Mr. G's and now underway.
Serv-U donated ic e.
Becau~e someone caredWestern Farmers donated someone like Sara Ames
salt. Tru-Value donated and Jeannie Far and all the
sponges and garbage bags. volunteers that helped them
Albertson's . and Safeway with the project, ·someone ·
donated food, soap and else will have something to .
Cl<>rox. An anoriymnous -eat later thls year. Even
donor allowed them the use though the federal food·
of aprons, gloves and stamp program has been
knives.
assured more money", the
But there were in- chickens are in the locker
tangibJes loaned too. Dr. and will go to feed some
Robert Lapen of Central's disadvantaged persons.
biology department heard Because someone cared.
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~ Would akangaroo say.

"How do you do?"
hy 8'rbara Radke, UIS
Dr. Roger Fouts, leading U.S.
researcher of language acquisition
in primates, will keynote the first
Northwest Psychology Sumposium
for Undergradilate ·R esearch, in
Ellensburg May 16.
Fouts, research professor at the
University
of
Oklahoma
Psychology Department's Institute for Primat~ Studies, will address high school and university
students from five Northwest
·states.
His free public lecture, at 10 a.m.
Friday in CWV's Samuelson Union
Building .Theatre, will be "Chimpanzees and Language: Implications for Cognitive Development."
All interested persons are invited
to attend.
Fouts has gained international
attention with his decade of
research, teaching American Sign
Language for the Deaf to chim-

Northwest students to present
research papers and learn about
projects at other schools, accor- ·
ding to CWU Psychology Professor
Philip Tolin, symposium coordinator.
-

panzees.
The Ellensburg symposium,
sponsored by the . CWU School of
Social and Behavioral Sciences
and the student psychology society, Psi Chi, will provide a forum for

Dr. Roger Fouts
~·

Po\\· er
ll) COOleS to

Lift i ng Suzuki junior
violin · concert
(:pnt.ral Fourteen
youngsters, ranging in

ages from four to eight, will perform Yiolin recitals this evening at
Power Lifting is now an mtegral Hertz Hall. The free recital will
~art of the rnterest hen ' at Central. demonstrate what
they have
Mark Greenleai, who 1s presi dent learned the past five months via
of · the organization, says that
.
the Suzuki method.
.f ·
"power 11. tmg .can . µrov 1dc . a
CWU Mus1c
· .- p ro f essor J eff c ox
~
number. of benefits for the body
h - h'ld p
. d th t
,. ~
h
exp1ame
a eac c i
ar. f'
kl
a rn j mmd . breen 1eat ee 1s t aL t.. t · t
tht· dub could benefit students, ic1pa es m w.o 1essoc1ns wee. y-t
la('ult \.' and anyone else that one group session an one pr1va e
~
t d.. t · ·
·
· lesson-attended also by a parent.
wart e o ·10111.
' tee h mque,
·
d eve Iope ct
The teac h mg

The cl ub will be sponsor ing a
cornpet1tio11 1111 :Vlt:i:\· :n, at wh1d1
•Lime Mr. .John HurkhPlder I \fr.
U.S.A. i, w1ll .t1e pn•sf'lll. for 1udgtng. If you rc rnto WC!i~hts, mu:-wlt':-,
~ al_ld groov ~ luok111~. llodlt':-., Un.·n

in Japan by Shinichi Suzuki during
the 1950's, stresses a positive learning environmer.t, listening skills,
and strong parent involvement
with the ~-oung pupils.
thi-s- 1s one ~·ou WPit't •., <li 1t tP n ,1 :>
All parents and other interested
For mnn· 11 ,foi'llWll•'?l . n tti•.· persons are ~ncouraged to attend
l >ower J ,if ling l 'lub. cont.iwt Vlat k the short Thursday evenin~ concert,_ begining at 7 p.lil. in Hertz
Hall, H.oom 122. Cox suggested that
parents bring their young children,
as well, to hear the pcrf ormance.

at The Tav, of course.
Meanwhile, don't forget •. ~

~

r•

,

Every· Sunday
.

.

all you can eat
8200
bread
.
.. =-!_
s s s
=> s
=> =>
=>

Spaghetti Dinner ,
with tossed so lad & french

......

~s s s s s s

::::i

s s · ::::i ::::i . ::::i ::::i

::::i ::::i ::::i
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Co-ed Y·
Ball W ackers
Co-ed P
Jon Nishi
Co-ed X
C-J Gang

Co-ed Z

Men's D
The DC's
Men's C

High Hopes .
Ladies' L
The Marx Sist ers

PIO~EER
SX:·880 Rec-eiver
SX-9900. Int. Amp.

SONY
T A-F60 Int. Amp.
ST-J60 Tuner
TC-K65 n2 rk

I

.&.&_ Sale
YAMAHA
8
8
· 475
319 CA 1010 Int. Amp.
8
$750 349 CA 810 Int. Amp

CA 410
450 319 CT 610
8
400 8 299 CT 410
6 500 s399 l\'IC-15
8

8

. FF15EII Cartridge
MC -10 Cart,.idge
MC -2 0 Cartridge
NAKAntICHl
70011

Deck

ADYENT

65
8
165
8
215

-8

Sale
8 499

349
. 169
8
179
3 149 ·
8 139
8 299
8

250
'225
'185
8

Int. Amp.
Tuner
Tuner
Cartridge

8

·

8

.Int. Amp.

200
300

8

PIONEER CAR.
8
275 AD312 Amp.
~29 95
8

79

KPX 9500

W/GM
-

12
$

•39
Amp .

384 90 6 249 95

NAD

119 7060 Receiver
GAS
1
0 399
. '1140 699 Grandson Amp
Sleeping Beauty 8 24
8
8
8

8

379

239
[moving coil]
8
8
Powered Speakers
499ea.
329 ea USED EQUIPMENT
8
,
8
EQ-1 Powered speakers 180 pr 149 pr Tandherg lOXD
SUPERSCOPE
Reeldeck, 8 9.99 ....
8
CD310 Deck
150 8 119
-~

300

Receiver

295

Sale ends

...- - - - - - -

.
the 19th!

The Village

· Men's B

Ladies' W
Little Temptations

~

=i

=i

-

ORIOFO!(

Men's A

=i =i

::::i

Fantastic savings on new and demo stereo equipment.
All are covered by the full manuf acturer's warranty.
Here are some examples. Come· Early for full selection!

CA-610

Kool ·and the Gang

..

::::i ::::i

SPRING HOIJSECLEANING SALE!

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN
2201R Equalizer
'300

TEAMS OF· THE WEEK

.

Store Hours:
10:30 - 5:30
· Close·d Sunday

··

,
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ASC _S peaks
by Pet.e Shimondle
ThE• Board of Directors feel that at least some students at Central are
beginning to question if we really need football here. In discussion with
various administrators and faculty on campus, many feel that footbaH is a
''ital part of a complete college education and that there is a need for that
educational program here on campus. Football is set up as an academic
class·with about two hundred people eoming here just to bt> on the football
:..earn. Also. a high perct•ntage of coaches come from Central. Th~ fat•t t.hat
their having to be ('Ul in funding isn't hPlping them out at all. Thl' 4uality
could incn•ase if Lh.,-y just had more funding:
Tht• BOD. as a voi(·e of the students. has varying contradictory views. l n
inlen·iewing the five members of the Board, their responsf.>s went
soml'thing likt> Lhis:
.Jack Page t>xplain::-. "I fPei we can save a substamial amount of money by
i:utt.ir.g tlw f.mtball tt•am in half. That money could lw p·u t to helter use for
prng-ra1111' ~uch a>' inlrnmurals where all the studt•nts could lw1wfil from it.
or ior dub lunding. or for other activities." He went on to :<ug-gt-·st that
e\·t-t·yone on t !ii.' tl':'am might pay 8100 t.o coyer equiprne11t t"{bl" :1111: 11t lwr t•x·
penst.'~' .

Briun Taylor states that ··\ty personal opitiion is that this ..;chcit1i dnt's not
: · ;• l foot hull. I think tliat a 101 t1f students don't even rt•aliZl' that wt· ha\'e a
"' .·:til lea:H It seems like thi::: isn't a football collegl:', und that tht•re i~n · i.
• · • :1all atmosphere here•."
:
· ·1 ~chmuck furtlwr statt'S, "My feeling is that thl• mom•y taken out of
, :-· ,: · hould he used for 1.1aximum studt•nt usaf{e. l f football is seen as an
: .• r: ic aPt•d for tho...;e who wish to go on to coaching, it should lw funded
I:
I P .. ( <•di:>mic deparlrnents. I think we need to take a dosPr look at the
at •. i!Pt i1 prngra111 a..; a whole. and rede~ign it to address the needs of students
,11 t \ .t. ... i for thP future ...
Sr· ,, ; ;---hake e:xplains. "l think we need it, but we should sea le down their
lndgPI somehow. Wt~ have Llw pott•ntial for a great team and I think lhat'
the newly hin·d assist<.1nl coach will he a good addition to the staff.··
Pell' Shirnondle staLrs. "f fl'l:'i that Llll' students on campus an• following
the 1rend wwards < : her sports such as sot·rer. intramural baseball-and more
divt:-"sified t>Vfltts. I t.hink that it is up to the students of C(•ntral to ut·dde
for I hem selves if they really want -.o keep pouring a tremendous am111.111t of
mo· 1t•y, v. ~II In i·xcess of $:lii.OOO. into a sin~le sport.
How do you feel'! We wou' ld like your input. l.eavt> any commt•ins in the
sufgestion box in the SUB .

l(!iifff?:Ifflf;i"
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News· from the Library ·
A selected list of new titles from the Central Library. On
the new book shelf, Room 203, May 13-19, 1980.
U.S. DOCUMENTS
*Voting assistance guide-1980.
(An absentee voting
registration and ballot guide.) 02.14 GEN-6H
*U.S., H.E.W., U.S. Health Service. Basic housing inspection. 1976, 1979. HE20. 7002H8l/2.
*U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Get the most
from your gas heating dollar. Homeowner's Bulletin. 1979.
EPl.2G2l/5.
.
*National Institute of Law Enforcement and · Criminal
Justice. Reactions .to Crime; a critical review . of the
literature, Executive summary. 1979. J26.2C86/9/Sum.
*National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
justice. Reducing residential crime and fear; Hartford
neighborhood crime prevention program. Executive summary. 1979. J26.2C~6/7/Sum.
*U.S., H.E.W., National Institutes of Health. A New
Dimension in the care of hospital patients under stress.
1979. HE20.3002St8i2
*U.S. Small Business Administration. Thinking about going into business? 1979. SBAl.14 170.
*U.S. Department of Justice. F.8.1. The science of fingerprints. 1979. Jl.l4/2F49/l2/979.
*U.S., H.E.W., National Institute of Mental Health. Caring
about Kids, Talking to children about death. 1979.
HE20.8130D34.
*U.S.D.A. Progress towarq eliminating hunger in America
by William T. Boehm et al. 1979. Al.107 446.
*Congress of the U.S., Office of Technology Asses~ment.
Impact of advanced group rapid tran~Jl LPchnology. Summary. 1979. Y3.T22/2 2T68i4:' Sum.
*U.S., Department of Transpoi atation. Transit network
analysis INET. 1979. 'TD7.11UJ>M-:W-7H-.L
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*Ishmael Reed. Last Days of Lou1 ·iana lh·d . 1H74.
*.Joyce Carol Oates. Cybele. 1979.
NON-FICTION

*Tom Gehrels, ed. Asteroids. 1979.
*National Lampoon Tenth · Anniw·r.':'ar.v ,\nthology.
1970-1980. 1979.
*Elizabeth Macandrew. Gothic tradit1011. l ~w formation of a
literary convention. 1979.
*Robert N. Wilson. \\.'riter as social St'• r . i~f/~J.
*John Miller Chernoff. African rh~·tht!i -,w! Africun sensibility, aesthetics and social action i :1. . \ t'rirnn musica l
i diom s. 1979.
.*Stephen Sodheim. Sweeney
- Todd. t !w dl'mon barber of
Fleet Street, a musical thriller. 1979.
*Loring Allen. OPEC oil. 1979.
*Clifford D. Brunside. l\lapping from at· rial photographs.
l9 7 9,
*Darrel Montero. ViPt.namese Americans. Palt<'rns of resettlement and socio-economic adaptation in the United
States. 1979.
*Raymonda Hawa Tawil. My home, my prison. 1979.

Faculty Advisor

Professor John Foster
· TheCampasCrieristhestudentnewspaper
of Central Washington University; produced
by Mass Media students 00 the university,

eachweekthroughoutthequarter,exceptfor
registratiOll and finals week. During sununer
session, the Campus Crier is published e\·eryother week. The Crier encourages letters-t<>the-editor. It is policy to print all letters received, provided they are typewritten, or very
legibly handwritten, and bear the signature,
and printed or typed name and address of the
writer. (Names may be witheld by requesting
that p~ocedure, but no letter will be published
that does not appropriately identify the
writer).
Lettersarealsosubjecttoeditingforgram-

~-.-;:;:;;Eri~!!n!mfifimmi'.'5!ml!!!!:!m!!!!mtm:ft!tmmi!fimfffia!Tlm!famiff:imctf.lmi!f!!!fmr.mmm:imm:immimmmmimmr:mmm.!mmJmm:I mar, length and libel, and must be received by

Friday noon to be included in the following edition.

EARN COLLEGE CREDIT THIS SUMMERI
.Scholarship Funding Available
to quali./ied applicants

Poetry Issue
If you like putting pen to paper
and writing poetry, or verse, then
take your opportunity to appear on
our poetry pages on the 22nd of
May. Your work must arrive at the
Crier by May 16th to be included.
We cannot return your work so
keep a copy.

Earn mor~ than a salary this summer. Apply for a
challenging position working in the outdoors with needy
city boys aged 8-14 from mid-June thru August 30.
We are a private, non-profit agency serving
metropolitan youth. Located amongst the undeveloped
lakes and woodlands of New York's scenic 75,000 acre
Palisades Interstate Park, we have provided one of the
finest camping programs in the country to thousands of
youths since 1936.
We seek motivated, mature college students to
work as general counselors and specialists in
outdoor education, athletics, camping, dramatics,
swimming and canoeing.

"Our business is

,)

For an application and further information, please
write. We look forward to hearing from you.

going places"

BOYS' ATHLETIC LEAGUE

51E.42nd Street. New York, N.Y. 10017

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

f
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f'he passing
D~y f{ally in Washington D_. c. they
were rounded up by the thousands .
of time -without constitutional recourse.
~Y

Mike Morris

-Nostalgia is always .a sign of age
aiid even sometimes a desire to
r~turn to the past.. Hearing the sad .
news that Paul McCartney was
busted in Japan for possession of
marijuana reminded me of ·the
days when I was younger. Then
the decade was the '60's and not the
'80's. Everybody had beliefs duriftg this time, whether they were
right or wrong they still believed.
That was the time when
e~erybody
was
wearing
sometimes bluejeans, sometimes
flowers and sometimes nothing.
Marijuana was considered a mild
&nversational drug. Acid, peyote,
and mesc~line were the true
leaders of the new freedom movewent. Ther:e was an unpopular and
undeclared war, the protege's of
the rmd-50's baby boom were
severing the wnbilical cord, and
1fien like John Kennedy and Martin
Luther King had and were shaping
American destiny.
Young men enrolled in the ROTC
program at Kent State died from
bullets fired at them on their own
soil. The war they were training to
j ght had already claimed their
lives.
At the 1968 Democratic National
Convention young politica} scH-?Jll'P
~tudents were learning how tu be
bound and gagged at their own
trial. The Chicago Seven werl'
, jlOSt certainly a devious group and
· they deserved to have tht~i1 c institutional rights_revoked. Lah•r_,
other students would also receive a
~onstitutional lesson. At the May

Letters,
to the Editor
fl··

Dear Editor:
~

There wasn't a heavy turnout,
but some of you went to hear Ralph
Nader last fall. I .did. That eveni g he spoke about Public Interest
Research Groups, among many
other subjects. The Public Interest
~esearch Group (or PIRG) seemed like a really .good organization
to me at the time, and it still does.
A PIRG is non-partisan and nonofit. Its goals are to do research
into problems affecting the common welfare of students and comwunity members, in essence, problems affecting all of us. Students
would decide on research projects
and PIRG policies, once they have
~ganized a PJRG, Supported by
students and using student
research, a PIRG could provide a
major link between educational
eory and practice, while providing a vehicle for student el)ergy
and concern about social problems.
,
'
Mr. Nader suggested that . a
· PIRG project for a political
science student might be Mike Mcormack 101.
Or a group · of
stu'1ents from many disciplines
might want to research the
conomic, environmental arid
social effects of the Northern Tier
Pipeline on the Kittitas Valley. A
PIRG at Central could provide
enefits for Central students and
for the Ellensburg comml.inity,_but
to start a Public Interest Research
roup, we need student support.
Please support a PIRG for Central
and sign the CPIRG petition.
Allison Campbell

They could not praise a paranoid
President sp · they protested a
pathetic war. ·.

Why all this outcry and why the
nationwide crisis? Were students
more aware during the '60's? Did
they have 1note to protest? They
had Vietnam, the draft, and drugs.
But they ·also had two other things
that were strong, they had their
corivictions and each other.
·· Recently, students of the '80's acquired a foundation for'the return
of the '60's indignation and protest.
President Carter had just asked to
return the draft registration. The
President h;:td widespread Co_ngressional · support. Yet, there
wasn't any large protest after this
announcement. Are people going
to sit idly by while the foundation
of the Great Oil War of the '80's is
set?
Every American I have talked to
condemns the Iranian students.
Yet very few mention that the em- .
bassy was taken peacefully from
armed Marines. This outrageous
act of aggression has ied tD cnes of
war. Yet, no one has sprung 11p opposing the past U.S. exploitation ol
Iranian oil fields. No one has been
outraged by American support of a ·billionaire shah.
Apparently, students of the 80 ·~
anp past students of the 70's have
been and will be clothed in apathy'
dressed in fear, but never will they
be draped in outrage. It wouid .
seem that our past should guide
our future . Y:et, I wonder, are we
·going to wait until 50,000
Americans die? What will it take
for students to rise up against
worldwide energy aggression '?
Soidiers of y.esterday died for ·
honor, soldiers of tomorrow will
die for oil. The only question that
remains is will they die before they
give up or will they give up before
they die?

by Ted Anderson
. Okay, gang, it's test time! You h(lve just seen · a distant, but unmistakable,.flash burst forth from qver the horizon. You know damned
well that. .it was, indeed, a thermo nuclear explo~ion-Armag~ddon. has
, become a reality. - .
····'T'·
What do you do? Run around in circles? Probably. Make a mess of
your brand new pants? Probably. Rush home to .watch "Leave .. it.to
_Beaver"? Probably not. Head for the hills? You~re gettingwarm! ·• Head -:u
.for a bombshelter! Good, good! But what are you going to· eat when all
the furniture is gone?
·
,1'
The truth is that we have many buildings in our community which could
act as bomb shelters during our time of need. The sad truth is that we
couldn't survive in them · because they haven't been stocked .with the
necessities for that survival in years. The United States has allowed its
civil defense capabilities to crumble into a shambles. So if you do decide
to head for the bomb shelters you had better save those pants you messed
1

up.

l:,:.l-

.

So what do we REALLY do when the flash hits the pan? I'll tell you. I
have a plan.
First of all, throw away your watch. Chances are it-isn't going to matter what time it is again for at least another hundred years. Second, and
this may be hard, we've all got to realize that we're all shit out of luck.
And, finally, come to the END OF THE WORLD PARTY!! It'll be a gas!
Grab every bottle, can and keg of liquor you can get your hanO.s on.
Grab that lady (or man, anything goes now) that you've had your eyes on
. for the last two years-whether they like it or not-and head for the S. U. B. !
And let the party to end all parties begin!
After an hour or two ·of nervous quaffing, the party should_begin to
loosen up_a bit. In one corner there will be people merrily saying lastgoodbyes to some of their closest friends. Another corner will be reserved for lovers who realize that1ime is of the essence. And all over the building you will see people kicking the hell out of people that they never
really cared for.
In a day or two the party should degenerate, or generate-depending on
your outlook, into a full-scale orgy. And when, after three days, ~11 ~ur · .
hair starts tq fall out-who's really going to care?
Ah end of the world party might sound ridiculous to some, but it sure
beats hell out of running around in circles. If we all have to bite the big
one, we may as well do it with a little bit of organization. It will be the
first time anyone had _a party AFT~R the blast!

.RESIDENCE HALL COUNCIL
SCHOLARSHIP
Criteria For Selection: H you ,have

been an active
partic.i pant in running campus . and ·dorm a~ti~ities_.

If you have been involved with Rl:-fC and BOD, an?: any
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BOS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~.Jl

IOIPIAN ,.

EDUCATIONAL CENTER Test Preparation Specialii;fs
·
Since 1938 .
For inf,o rmation, Please Call: .

other groups on campus.

Applications may be picked up at the RHC and . ..
Financial Aid offices, and must be : ~efur,:led by
May 31st.
There will be six ·scholarships available for one
quarters tuition fo_r the 80-81 year.
.,.

{206] 523-7617

WOMEN. YOU'RE EQUAL
.IN THE AIR FOR~CE.
Women start out on the same footing as men in Air Force
ROTC. Women wear the same insignia and hold
the same cadet
positions in AFROTC, just as they do .later on as Air Force-officers.
And the same AFROTC scholarship can be yours as a woman.
U you qualify, you can have your tuition, book costs and lab fees paid
by the· Air Force, and receive $100 a month for other expenses.
It
helps free you to concentrate on your education. And that's important.
As an Air Force officer, you'll be expected to use your training
and education, and be a leader managing .eople and complex systems.
You'll
be handed executive responsibility startintt with your first job.
It's a great way to be equal,
and a great way to serve your
country. Check into the AFROTC program at your campus. Be sure
to ask about AFROTC scholarships--you may be helping yourself ·earn
an exciting new lifestyle.
Contact either Capt Kenneth Emery or Lt Col Dave Hubbar~
at 963-2314.

BOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
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- Women's Health Center opens

ent

Windy City Golf To•.. -

Central will spon~or its Second Annual windy City Golf Tournament
May 31 at the Ellensburg Elk's Golf and Country Club.
·
Students, faculty and staff are invited to participate in the event. Proceeds will benefit Central's athletic scholarship .fund and sports promotion program.
Included in the $14 entry f~e will be 18-holes of golf, tee prizes, prizes for
longest drive, closest to pin and top finishers, and a spaghetti dinner.
Registration can be made by calling 96~1491 or at the golf course.

The Yakima Feminist Women's Health Center announces the opening
of their new facility on May 8, ·1930 at 2202 Englewood. Services include
pregnancy screening, informational abortion counseling, abortion services~ aftercare and referrals.
For further information or appointment, call 575-6422.

Community Gallery showing .

Low-income advocacy conference

Community Gallery, 4081h N. Pearl, features water colors and oils by
Kay Crimp. Works by the local weavers guild, in wool and cotton, will
A Low-Income Advocacy Conference, sponsored by the Washington also be on display. This show opened May 3 and will close May 30. Hours
Food Stamp Advocacy Committee and the local chapter of the are from noon to 5 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
Washington Educational Campaign for Adequate Nutrition, will be held
on May 16, 10 a.m., at the First Baptist Church on 4th and Sprague,
925-9856. Dr ..Jan Meyer, Mr. John Liboky and Dr. R. S. Miller will speak.
Assertiveness and Advocacy training will be given.

Community college representatives to
visit

Swings and Things
University Recreation is once again planning its "Swings and Things"
s.unmer playground, to be held in conjunction with summer school at
, . .NU.
i.'he playground is exclusively for children 5 through 12 years of
.~ ; u.ients, faclilty/staff and the Ellensburg community.
"Swings and Things" will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. weekdays
1 , he Recreation Center, directly south of ~icholson Pavillion of 14th;
a~1d will run from June 24th through July 23rd, ( iirst session) and July
24th through August 22nd (second session). Children are invited to attend
one or both sessions, or on a day to day basis.
Fees per session are as follows:
Students
$25 per session or/ $1.50 per day
Faculty/Staff
$33 per session or/ $2.25 per day
Ellensburg Community
$40 per session or/ $3.00 per day
Our playground offers a variety ·of activities including: parades,
special events, arts and crafts, music and drama, low orgamzed games,
field trips and much, much more!
For registration or further information, please call 96:3-:3512.

Represenatives of Washington's 27 community colleges will be on campus Thursday, May 29, for informal conferences with students,
counselors and advisors who want specific information about educational
opporturiities in the state-wide system. The three-member team will be
available during the day, beginning at 9 a.m. in the SUB.
The conferences will emphasize summer quarter offerings
campuses in or near students' home conununities and technical or vocational ·
programs that are available to students who may be interested in what
community colleges call "reverse transfer." It is not necessary t1J make
appointments to confer with the team members.
The program is designed to improve articulation betwl'.en the t\\o-year
and the four~year college~ of the_stat~. It is.conducted under the approv<il
of the Washmgton Council on High School-College Relations.
Membe~s of the team include Roy J. Flores, Assistant D1r 1:etor ot St~dent Services for the State Board for Community Colleg~ b.iucatwn m
Olympia; Corky Bridges, Admissions Coordinator for Spokant' Cnnmrnnity College District 17; and Roger Glaese, Counselor a: Big 1.knd Community College in Moses Lake.
Any individuals having questions concerning th1!:i \·is1t ;· i,l•.111. pi.ease feel
free to contact the Office of Admissions, Mitchell Hall, : •b' •il '-' ~ '.)tl:H2ll.

at

Health Planning Board to meet

Paid summer internships
CETA Youth Programs has approximately 50 summer positions
available to qualified students. Jobs will be in government, non-profit
agencies in Ellensburg, and at the University.
For information contact the Co-op/Intern Office in Barge 307, phone
963-2404.

The Health Planning Board of the Central Washmgtoll Health Systems
Agency will meet at 10:00 a.m. , Thursday, 22 May 1980, in the Sage Hoom,
Hallmark Inn, 3000 Marina Drive, Moses Lake, Washington. The meeting
is open to the public. Agendas may be requested from the agency L>y calling 509-765-l'i67 or by writing to CWHSA, 305 W. Fourth Avenue. Moses
Lake, WA 988;l7. C.L.M. Carpenter, Executive Director.

_by permission Dayton Daily News

Run - With ~
the Wind

The Fourth Annual "Run' With
The Wind", a "Run For Fun", is
scheduled for Saturday, May 17,
1980 in Ellensburg. The 10,000
meter run will begin at 10 a.m.
Runners should report to
Nicholson Pavilion on the CWU
Campus at 8: 30 a.m. for check in
and to receive a race number. The
entry fee is $5 and includes a
T-shirt (as available) and $3
without a T-shirt. Runners will be
divided into seven age categories
and an .open category. Trophies ~
will be awarded to the first three
finishers in each category.
Entrants can register on the day

nf

·•

of t~e ra.ce. I ormation and '!'reregistration forms. can be .obtained
f~om the SUB. Ramer Bank, sp.ortmg goods stores, or by callmg ti
925-3541 evenings
The run will begin at Nicholson
Pavilion, proceed north to the airport, east on Sanders Road,
southwest on Brick Road west on
Euclid Way and 8th Aven~e north
" ,,
'
on ..A,, Street, east on 14th, north ~
on D Street, east on l~th, and
south on Walnut to Nicholson
Pavilion.
The caegories of entry are:
Open-college and other post-high
school runners. A-Elementary
school, B-Junior high school, f:
C-High School, D-30-39, E-4o-49,
F-50-59, G-60 and over.
Trophies and medals will be
awarded to the first place fini~hers
in each category.

Volleyball orientation meeting
All women who want to participate in volleyball, a meeting will be held
May 21 and 22 at Nicholson Pavilion, Room 117 at 7 p.m. Phone 963-2433
evenings or 963-2123 days.
'Jll

Intramural raquetball tournament .
An intramural raquetball tournament will be held on May 17and18 from
9:00 to 4:00 at Nicholson Pavilion raquetball courts. Competition will include doubles and singles. Sign up at the Intramurals office as soon as
possible, phone them for information .

...............

~

t BERTY

925-9511

Open 6:45 Show 7:00
TATUM O'NEAL in

"LITTLE
DARLINGS" .
THE BIRTHING OF A USER

from

ECOLOGY TODAY

Plus This Co-Hit !
"OVER THE EDGE"

One American baby born today will require .:
*
*

26 million gallons of water

52 tons of iron and steel
* 1200 barrels of petroleum
• 13,000 pounds of paper

See him

Wore he sees yoa.

bot~les

MtrQUEEN

• 17,500 cans
* 27 ,000 bottle· caps

IS

* 2.3 automobiles
* 35 rubber tires
• 126 t~ns· of ga~b~e
* 9.8 tons. '!f '1,>articulate air pollution
·. ·

,

. • ....

~·~··:- •.•. ~.

~.•'

meeting:

~

•'11" •·

•.L•

.

'

,._
Monday,. 2:30-3:30
*;; .

.ot ......

Center .for Campus Ministry
'

•~-~· . ;r.

.

,,

-

TOM
HORN
Based on the True Story
[BJ '

Oist.,buledbyW."1e•B•os

A Watnttr Communic•hons Company.

C 1980 WARNER BROS. INC

ELLEN

. ·

HUNGER.' A.WARENESS .GROUP

9254598

STARTS FRIDAY

In the child's· lifetime s/he will discard:·

' . ··. · '"· -

COMING SOON
Walt Disney's

VIL LAGE

• $10,000 in public expenses
• 10,000 pounds of fertilizer

a ·reminder f~om you~

.

:·······~·······················~

"Lady &
the Tramp"

• 50 tons of food

* 10,000 no-return

.

m

925-3266
I

Open 8:00 Show Dusk

l 0th and Alder
925-3196

"FRIDAY
THE 13th"PLUS
"PROPHECY"

Terry Hawkins

· 925-4177

..

.
.....
....

'

'Tear after year. semester
I after semester. the
Colle~eMaster· from
Fidelin· Union Life has
bt..>en the most accepted
most popular plan on .
•
campuses all over Amenca. •
Find out ~hy.
Cati the Fidelitv Union
CollegeMaster~
:
Field As:mciate
in your area:

.

....
.

.

.

~· ~.a

;~

...

t

...

CDllegeMaster"
: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ l
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. The annual Orchesis concert provides
members · the opportunity to choreograph,
design: arid perform original works, as well as to
recreate successful pieces from other years.. ·
This year's show will include three works from
repertory.
Lana Jo Sharpe, Orchesis director says, ''this
will be my lucky 13th. I am very pleased to work
with this group. Each year the talent and en-:
thusiasm seems to grow and this year has been
another highlight for me.''
A sample .of this years variety . includes:
Frivole, a lighthearted, lyrical modern piece;
Sicilienne, a classical ballet pas-de-deux; RockA-That-Jazz, jazz works to music by Earth,
Wind and Fire; and Road to Armageddon, a contemporary dance drama.
Tickets for the concert are $1, available in ad- ·
vance at CWU's Samuelson Union Building,
Berry's Department Store and Shapiro's in the
Plaza .

•

•

''
•

.
.
,
'
Rainbow of dance
.

''

...'

.

.

Orchesis, Central Washington University's
· performing dancers, .will present its annual performance, "A Rainbow of Dance," May 14·:17 in .
Threepenny Playhouse on campus. The performance will begin at 8:00 p.m. each evening, with
a Saturday matinee at 2 p.m.
Under the direction of Lana J ·o Sharpe, Assistant Professor of Dance, a cast of 30 dancers
will perform .a variety of dance styles ranging
from lyrical to jazz and dance drama. The concert .will also feature an appearance by members
of the Ellensburg Dance Collective iri a new
work entitled Double Dutches. ·
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Kaleidoscope
.

.

Teanaway Bicycle Trip
.

.

Classified Ads

Summer Fun 101

.

.

.

lJmve~s1~y Recreation presents a Sprmg .Overnight .Bicycle .~ampmg

Leisure Services presents Summer Fun 101, a symposium of ideas on
ways you ~an spend your summer leisure time. Beginning at 10:00 a.m. in
!he SUB pit on Thursday, May 22, there will be speakers or films approx~~tely ~very half-hour. From 3:30 to 5:00 p.m., you are invited to partlc1pate man eventful afternoon of New Games followed by a barbecue
at Holme~_Dining Hall.
'
See ,you there!

Tr1p. Jom m on the fun and the sun on a 44 mile round trip expedit10n! We
will be camping en the Yakima River near Teanaway. Call 963-3315 or
sign up in the SUB Games Room. This once in a lifetime adventure will
begin at 9 a .m. May 31 from the Tent 'n Tube and will end apprmmnately 3
p.m . .June 1. The cost is $2.50. Transportation of equipment will be provided, as well as a cooking grill and charcoal briquets. You must provide
The Central Washington University Safety Department will hold a
your own food, camping gear and bikes. Space is limited. Sign up now at
public auction of unclaimed property on May 17at10 a.m. at the Universithe SUB Games Room.
ty Recreational Center, 14th and Chestnut.
Among items to be auctioned are· 28 bicycles, bicycle parts and
clothing, all of which may be examined at 9:45 a.m. Saturday. All items
'
will ~e sold to the highest bidder.

CWU police auction

Senate higher

educatio~

committee

WORKSESSION AGENDA
Council for Postsecondary EducationBriefings on: Faculty Salary Survey,
· Educational Services Registration Act,
Off Campus Instructional Services Model
Federal Financial Aid Programs.
Governor's Higher Education Study Group Report
Office of Financial ManagementBriefings on: State Revenue Projections,
3% Budget Reserve.
May 16 ~ 1980, 2:00 p.m.
Shoreline Conununity College Board Room, Seattle

NEED A RIDE? Going south on
Highway 97 as far as Chico, California. Will be leaving May 23 and have
lots of room for luggage. Please call
evenings 925-4404 and ask for Mike.
••
Keep trying!

For sale: Pioneer cassette deck
$150, 925-5445 after 1 p.m. Ask for
Tom.
' Teachers wanted - Elementary and.
Secondary. West and other states.
Placements since 1946. Southwest
Teacher's Agency, P.O. Box 4337,
Albequerque, New Mexico 87196.

========================='

Classified Ad rates are 15 words/$1. Five cents

each additional word -over 15. Crier Office will
ac1=ept ads after 3 p.m. on Thursday and after 2
p.m. on Friday, or ads can be mailed .to The
Crier, SUB 218, Central Washington University, Ell•msburg, Washington 98926. Ads must be
received ID the Crier office no later than Fri-,
day to be printed in the following issue. Paymem must accompany all classHled ads at
time of receipt-we caooot bill.

. School districts on campus
·The following schools will have representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on campus.
Northshore School District
Bothell, Washington
Bainbridge Islaad School District
Bainbridge Isla r1d. Washington
Longview Public Schools
Longview, Washington
.Harringtnn School District
Harnrn~ton, Washington

Mayl9
Mayl9
Mayl9
Mayl9

Wear A Helmet When You Ride

The following organizations will have representcttives on campus.
Sign-up schedules are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of
the interviewers on campus.
Yakima Indian Nation
Mayl6
Toppenish, Washington
U.S. Air F'orce
May22

W

,, 1- Jr·. lt
'

.

WE DELIVER
925~111.1

5:00. P.M-.

925-2222

2·:00 A.M. DAILY

~'Y-eep-stakes
19'347

197726
197515
197750
195488
19771%
195319
197720
19532~

19926.
195477
195464
198795
19'295
195485
195454
1976'5

Bob
Dave
Dick
Al
Kevin
Greg
Iva
p tty
a
Kent
Ed
Brian
Ruth
Casandra
Phil,
Greg
Shone
Mark

-

197625
197820
197838
197646
197567
197782
.,.,~.,
19_._
197791
197789
197549
1975416
197523
195340
197880
196012
197888

Matt
Ted
Tom
Dean
Bob ·
Jim
Jay
Joanne
DeAnna _
John
Rich
Brian
Joana
Bob Mike
Te

Salad Bar
SPECIAL
95c WITH
YOUR PIZZA ·
OR GRINDER!!!!

ur7676
196331
196241
196226
196081
196101
196012
170464
170451
196431
196453
195524
196113
19794i
196385
19~996

'

Denice
Jill _
Susan
George
' Thors/Dan
Nann
· ··
Mtkt>
•'red
Mickey
Mark
Tern
Steve
Chris
Fred
Ed
Gary
·

-GRINDERS

A HOT SANDWICH MADE ON FRENCH WITH
MA YO, YOUR· CHOICE OF CANADIAN BACON,
ROAST BEEF, OR VEGIE, TOPPED WITH
PIZZA CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED
WITH PICKLES, ONIONS, A1VD TOMATOES,
SERVED WITH POTATO CHIPS

THE SANDWICH GORMETS DELIGHT

Delightfully· Delicious
Pizza Mia Presents

ESCARGOT

Blended with 13 spices
Butter and Parsley ·
Served with rolls

Escargot!

•

